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IMAGE-PROCESSING METHOD AND 
APPARATUS, AND PRINTER 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 
[0002] The present invention relates to an image process 
ing method, an image processing apparatus, and a printer, 
and more particularly to a technique for enhancing the 
glossiness of human head hair. 
[0003] 2. Description of the Related Art 
[0004] To date, photo print apparatus has been proposed in 
Which a high-quality photo can be created in a manner such 
that a light ring like an angel halo is rendered above human 
head hair (Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open No. 
2004-109642). 
[0005] A system disclosed in Japanese Patent Application 
Laid-Open No. 2004-109642 is designed in such a Way that 
a ceiling strobe is arranged in the vicinity of a human head 
and the utilized strobe can irradiate a light beam focusing on 
a region that is smaller than the head, Whereby the picture 
quality of the human head hair can be enhanced. 
[0006] Additionally, a method has been proposed in Which 
the extent of color conversion can be changed depending on 
the size of a color area, and, in particular, Without changing 
the color of pupils Whose areas are small, only the color of 
human head hair Whose area is large can be changed into 
broWn (Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open No. 2005 
267410). 
[0007] An illumination light beams from a light source are 
re?ected on the top of a human head, thereby enabling the 
glossiness of head hair to be enhanced, Whereby a preferable 
photo print may be created. In particular, in a photo print 
creation system installed in a video arcade or the like, by, for 
example, contriving a strobe system (mounting a strobe on 
the ceiling), thereby making strobe light beams to be 
re?ected on the top of a human head (including the creation 
of a light ring like an angel halo), a preferable photo print is 
created. 
[0008] HoWever, due to insu?icient illumination, adequate 
re?ection may not be obtained When a picture is taken; 
additionally, the installation of an extra (expensive) strobe 
system as disclosed in Japanese Patent Application Laid 
Open No. 2004-109642 may be di?icult from the vieW point 
of cost or due to no availability for an installation place. 
[0009] In contrast, according to the invention disclosed in 
Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open No. 2005-267410, 
the extent of color conversion can be changed depending on 
the size of a color area; hoWever, the glossiness of human 
head hair is not enhanced. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0010] The present invention has been implemented in 
consideration of the foregoing situation; an object of the 
present invention is to provide an image processing method, 
an image processing apparatus, and a printer in Which the 
glossiness of human head hair and the like can be enhanced 
Without utilizing any extra strobe system, Whereby a pref 
erable photo print can be created. 
[0011] In order to achieve the foregoing object, an image 
processing method according to a ?rst aspect of the present 
invention is characterized by including the steps of extract 
ing an area of head hair from a digital image obtained by 
shooting a human face; extracting an area of a head-top 
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portion based on the shape of the extracted area of head hair, 
and applying image processing, Which enhances illumina 
tion effect on the head hair, to the digital image, by use of 
information on the extracted area of a head-top portion. 

[0012] In other Words, the area of the head-top portion of 
human head hair is automatically extracted, and then image 
processing, Which enhances an illumination effect on the 
head hair, is performed by use of information on that area. 
In particular, the effect of an angel halo can be enhanced, 
Whereby the glossiness of the head hair can be raised Without 
utilizing any extra strobe system. 
[0013] An image processing method according to a second 
aspect of the present invention is characterized by including 
the steps of extracting an area of head hair from a digital 
image obtained by shooting a human face; extracting an area 
of a head-top portion, based on the shape of the extracted 
area of head hair; creating a blurred image, based on an 
image in the extracted area of a head-top portion; and 
applying image processing, Which enhances illumination 
effect on the head hair, to the digital image, by use of 
information on the created blurred image. 

[0014] According to the second aspect of the present 
invention, the smooth continuity betWeen the area of the 
head-top portion and the other portion to Which the image 
processing is not applied can be achieved, by blurring the 
image in the area of the head-top portion. 
[0015] As set forth in a third aspect of the present inven 
tion, in the image processing method set forth in the second 
aspect, the process of applying image processing is charac 
terized by applying at least one image processing item 
among image processing items including color conversion, 
contrast enhancement, and edge enhancement to a digital 
image in the area of the created blurred image, With a 
gradation value of the created blurred image utilized as a 
parameter. 
[0016] The respective gradation values, of the created 
blurred image, at the center portion and the peripheral 
portion of the extracted area of the head-top portion differ 
from each other. Accordingly, by performing image process 
ing With the gradation value of the blurred image utilized as 
a parameter, it is made possible to make the respective 
extents of the image processing at the center portion and the 
peripheral portion of the area of the head-top portion differ 
from each other (e.g., the center portion is strongly pro 
cessed, and the peripheral portion is Weakly processed so 
that the smooth continuity betWeen the processed portion 
and unprocessed portion can be achieved). 
[0017] As set forth in a fourth aspect of the present 
invention, in the image processing method set forth in any 
one of the ?rst to the third aspect, the process of extracting 
an area of head hair is characterized by including the step of 
creating a blurred image based on the digital image; the step 
of creating a binary image by binarizing the created blurred 
image; and the step of extracting an area, having a charac 
teristic parameter for head hair, Which is a black-pixel area 
in the created binary image. 
[0018] As described above, by creating a blurred image 
based on a digital image, the blurred image can satisfactorily 
be binarized in later-stage binarization processing. The 
black-pixel area, among black-pixel areas in the binary 
image binarized as described above, Which has a character 
istic parameter (especially, an area and a shape) for head hair 
is extracted as the area of head hair. 
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[0019] As set forth in a ?fth aspect of the present inven 
tion, in the image processing method set forth in any one of 
the ?rst to the fourth aspect, the process of extracting an area 
of a head-top portion is characterized by including the step 
of obtaining the sum of black pixels, in a binary image that 
has black pixels only in the area of head hair, in each 
horizontal line in the vertical direction; the step of deter 
mining that a line position Where the sum of black pixels 
drastically increases and a line position Where the sum of 
black pixels drastically decreases are the position of the top 
of the head and the position of the boundary betWeen the 
head hair and the forehead, respectively; and the step of 
obtaining the longitudinal range of the area of a head-top 
portion, based on the determined position of the top of the 
head and the determined position of the boundary betWeen 
the head hair and the forehead. 

[0020] In other Words, the sum of black pixels, in a 
horizontal direction, of a binary image having black pixels 
only in an area of head hair drastically increases When a 
speci?c horizontal line in the binary image changes its 
position from a line position in the background area to a line 
position in the head-hair area. In contrast, the sum of black 
pixels drastically decreases When the speci?c horizontal line 
in the binary image changes its position from a line position 
in the head-hair area to a line position in the forehead area. 
The respective line positions of the changing points are 
de?ned as the position of the head top and the position of the 
boundary betWeen the head hair and the forehead. In addi 
tion, the longitudinal range of the area of a head-top portion 
is obtained, based on the head-top position and the position 
of the boundary betWeen the head hair and the forehead, 
Which have been determined as described above. For 
example, the longitudinal range of the area of a head-top 
portion is de?ned as the range, betWeen the head-top posi 
tion and the position of the boundary betWeen the head hair 
and the forehead, Which falls Within a predetermined range 
With respect to the head top. 
[0021] As set forth in a sixth aspect of the present inven 
tion, in the image processing method set forth in any one of 
the ?rst to the fourth aspect, the process of extracting an area 
of a head-top portion is characterized by including the step 
of obtaining the sum of black pixels, in a binary image that 
has black pixels only in the area of head hair, in each 
horizontal line in the vertical direction; the step of deter 
mining that a line position Where the sum of black pixels 
drastically increases and a line position Where the sum of 
black pixels drastically decreases are the position of the top 
of the head and the position of the boundary betWeen the 
head hair and the forehead, respectively; the step of obtain 
ing the longitudinal range of the area of head-top portion, 
based on the determined position of the top of the head and 
the determined position of the boundary betWeen the head 
hair and the forehead; the step of obtaining, in the longitu 
dinal range of the area of head-top portion, the gravity center 
of black pixels in each line in the binary image; and the step 
of obtaining, as a lateral range of the area of the head-top 
portion, the length, With respect to the gravity center of each 
line, Whose ratio to the length of black pixels in the line is 
constant. 

[0022] In the sixth aspect, the lateral range of the area of 
a head-top portion is further obtained. That is to say, in the 
longitudinal range of the area of a head-top portion, the 
gravity center of black pixels, in each line, in the binary 
image is obtained, and then, the length, With respect to the 
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gravity center of each line, Whose ratio to the length of black 
pixels in the line is constant is de?ned as the lateral range of 
the area of the head-top portion. Accordingly, the lateral 
range of the area of a head-top portion varies line by line, 
depending on the shape of the area of head hair. 
[0023] An image processing apparatus according to a 
seventh aspect of the present invention is characterized by 
including a head-hair area extracting device Which extracts 
an area of head hair from a digital image obtained by 
shooting a human face; a head-top-portion area extracting 
device Which extracts an area of a head-top portion, based on 
the shape of the extracted area of head hair; and an image 
processing device Which applies image processing, Which 
enhances illumination effect on the head hair, to the digital 
image, by use of information on the extracted area of a 
head-top portion. 
[0024] An image processing apparatus according to an 
eighth aspect of the present invention is characterized by 
including a head-hair area extracting device Which extracts 
an area of head hair from a digital image obtained by 
shooting a human face; a head-top-portion area extracting 
device Which extracts an area of a head-top portion, based on 
the shape of the extracted area of head hair; a blurred image 
creation device Which creates a blurred image, based on an 
image in the extracted area of a head-top portion; and an 
image processing device Which applies image processing, 
Which enhances illumination effect on the head hair, to the 
digital image, by use of information on the created blurred 
image. 
[0025] As set forth in a ninth aspect of the present inven 
tion, in the image processing apparatus set forth in the eighth 
aspect, the image processing apparatus is characterized in 
that at least one image processing item among image pro 
cessing items including color conversion, contrast enhance 
ment, and edge enhancement is applied to a digital image in 
the area of the created blurred image, With a gradation value 
of the created blurred image utilized as a parameter. 
[0026] A printer according to a tenth aspect of the present 
invention is characterized by including the image processing 
apparatus set forth in any one of the seventh to the ninth 
aspect; and a printing device Which prints on a printing paper 
sheet an image to Which the image processing apparatus has 
applied image processing. According to the printer, a pref 
erable photo print, in Which the glossiness, the texture, and 
the like of head hair are perceivable, can be obtained. 
[0027] As set forth in a eleventh aspect of the present 
invention, the printer set forth in the tenth aspect is charac 
terized by further comprising a camera Which obtains a 
digital image by shooting a person. 
[0028] According to the present invention, the area of the 
head-top portion of human head hair is automatically 
extracted, and then image processing, Which enhances an 
illumination effect on the head hair, is performed by use of 
information on that area; therefore, the glossiness, the tex 
ture, and the like of the head hair can be raised Without 
utilizing any speci?c strobe system. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0029] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an embodi 
ment of a printer according to the present invention; 
[0030] FIG. 2 is a ?owchart representing the How of the 
head-hair processing in the image processing unit illustrated 
in FIG. 1; 
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[0031] FIGS. 3A to 3D are views illustrating imaginary 
images for an input image, an output image, and respective 
images at processing stages; 
[0032] FIGS. 4A to 4B are a chart and a graph, respec 
tively, for explaining a method of obtaining the head top and 
the boundary between the head hair and the forehead from 
a binary image in a head-hair area; 
[0033] FIGS. 5A to SE are charts for explaining a method 
of obtaining the range, of the head-top portion, to which the 
head-hair processing is applied; 
[0034] FIG. 6 is a ?owchart representing a method of 
obtaining the longitudinal range of the head-top portion; and 
[0035] FIG. 7 is a ?owchart representing a method of 
obtaining the lateral range of the head-top portion. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

[0036] A preferred embodiment for an image processing 
method, an image processing device, and a printer according 
to the present invention will be explained in detail below, 
with reference to the accompanying drawings. 
[0037] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an embodi 
ment of a printer according to the present invention. 
[0038] As illustrated in FIG. 1, a printer 100 according to 
the present embodiment is an amusement seal printer 
installed in a video arcade or at a store front; the printer 100 
is con?gured with a camera unit (an image data input unit) 
110, an image processing unit 120, a display control unit 
130, a display device 140, a central processing unit (CPU) 
150, a main memory 160, a storage 170, a printer engine 
180, and an operation unit 190. 
[0039] The camera unit 110 takes an image of the face of 
a user and outputs digital color image data (R, G, and B 
signals). The image processing unit 120 has a function of 
performing image processing (hereinafter, referred to as 
“head-hair processing”) according to the present invention, 
based on the R, G, and B signals outputted from the camera 
unit 110; a function of performing synthesis processing of a 
user-face image and a preliminarily prepared template 
image, a gra?iti, or the like; a function of creating printing 
data, based on the data of the synthesiZed image; and the 
like. In addition, the details of the head-hair processing will 
be described later. 
[0040] The image processing unit 120 converts the R, G, 
and B signals, which have undergone various kinds of image 
processes, into a Y, M, and C (yellow, magenta, and cyan) 
signal, and then outputs the converted Y, M, and C signals 
to the printer engine 180. 
[0041] The display control unit 130 creates, based on 
image data (image data for a moving picture) inputted from 
the camera unit 110, display image data for displaying a 
user-face image on the display device 140, and then outputs 
the display image data to the display device 140 to display 
an image on the display device 140, or display a synthesis 
image, in which the user-face image and a preliminarily 
prepared template image have been synthesiZed, on the 
display device 140. 
[0042] The CPU 150 is a processing unit for integrally 
controlling the whole system; through the CPU 150, various 
kinds of instructions, such as an image pickup instruction to 
the camera unit 110, an instruction of reading image data 
from the camera unit 110, an instruction of processing the 
read image data, an instruction, to respective control blocks, 
of receiving and transmitting the image data, and an instruc 
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tion of printing an image, are issued. The various instruc 
tions to the CPU 150 are issued by the operation unit 190, 
based on the manipulation by a user. For example, the 
operation unit 190 has a button for issuing a selection 
instruction to select a template image utiliZed for image 
synthesis, while viewing template images displayed on the 
display device 140; a button for selecting a printing type for 
a photo print to be outputted; and the like. In addition, the 
operation unit 190 may be realiZed by use of soft buttons in 
a touch panel on the display device 140. 
[0043] The main memory 160 stores a printer control 
program and is utiliZed as a work area when the program is 
implemented; in the storage 170 which is a nonvolatile 
storage device, various kinds of template images, a color 
conversion table for head-hair processing, and the like are 
stored. 
[0044] The printer engine 180, which employs, e.g., the 
TA (Thermo Autochrome) method as the printing method, 
makes a color printing paper sheet (hereinafter, referred to as 
“TA paper sheet”) itself having respective coloring layers for 
C, M, and Y become colored, through heat treatment, and 
then ?xes an image by irradiating a light beam of a prede 
termined wavelength onto the TA paper sheet. The printer 
engine 180 has a TA-paper-sheet transport device, a thermal 
head, a ?xing lamp, and the like. In the case where a color 
image is printed on a TA paper sheet, in the ?rst place, the 
TA paper sheet is transported and the thermal head is 
controlled by Y signal so as to make the yellow layer in the 
TA paper sheet become colored; in the second place, the 
yellow color is ?xed by use of the ?xing lamp. The magenta 
and cyan layers in the TA paper sheet are analogously made 
to become colored, based on M signal and C signal, respec 
tively; then, the color image is printed on the TA paper sheet. 
In addition, the printer in the present embodiment is a TA 
printer; however, the present invention is not limited to a TA 
printer, but can be applied to other types of printers such as 
other types of thermal printers and an ink-jet printer. 
[0045] Next, the head-hair processing in the image pro 
cessing unit 120 will be explained. 
[0046] FIG. 2 is a ?owchart representing the ?ow of the 
head-hair processing in the image processing unit 120. 

[0. Original Image (Input Image)] 

[0047] Digital color image data (RGB data) for a person 
who has been shot by the camera unit 110 is inputted to the 
image processing unit 120. FIG. 3A is an imaginary image 
for the digital image data (an input image). Additionally, in 
the present embodiment, the siZe of an input image is a VGA 
(640x480 pixels) siZe. 

[1. Creation of Brightness Signal] 

[0048] The brightness signal Y is generated according to 
the following equation, based on the inputted RGB data. 

Y:0.3R+0.6G+0.1B 

[0049] In addition, regardless of [Equation 1], the bright 
ness signal Y may be obtained according to other equations 
such as Y:(5R+6G+5B)/l6 and Y:(R+G+B)/3. 

[Equation 1] 

[2. Creation of a First Blurred Image] 

[0050] A brightness signal representing a blurred image is 
generated based on the generated brightness signal Y As a 
generation method for the blurred image, for example, a 
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method disclosed in Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open 
No. 2004-109642 can be utilized. In other Words, 1/2 thin 
ning-out processing is applied to the image corresponding to 
the brightness signal Y so as to create a doWnsiZed image, 
and then the doWnsiZed image is ?ltered by use of an HR 
loWpass ?lter so as to create a blurred image. However, the 
?lter for creating the blurred image is not limited to an HR 
loWpass ?lter, but may be an FIR loWpass ?lter; What 
matters is that any ?lter may be utiliZed, as long as the ?lter 
digitally blurs an image. 

[0051] The blurred image is enlarged tWice so as to create 
a blurred image having the same image siZe as that of the 
original image. The blurred-image enlargement processing 
is implemented by creating a neW pixel through interpola 
tion With brightness data items of the neighboring pixels. 

[0052] In addition, by, as described above, creating a 
blurred image based on a brightness signal Y, the blurred 
signal can satisfactorily be binariZed in rear-stage binariZa 
tion processing. 

[3. BinariZation Processing] 

[0053] The blurred image created as described above is 
binariZed so that image portions of deep colors (such as head 
hair and pupils) are separated from image portions of other 
colors (e.g., a skin color). In the present embodiment, the 
binariZation is performed by utiliZing 75-gradation, as a 
threshold value, With respect to a 256-gradation blurred 
image. 
[0054] FIG. 3B is a binariZed image obtained by applying 
the binariZation processing to the blurred image. As illus 
trated in FIG. 3B, the deep-color areas, i.e., the head hair, the 
pupils, and the background are extracted as black-pixel 
areas. 

[4. Labeling Processing and Extraction of Characteristic 
Parameter] 

[0055] Labeling processing is applied to the foregoing 
binariZed image. The labeling processing is achieved in such 
a Way that black pixels (a connection area) Which are 
connected With one another are extracted, and a speci?c 
number (label) is given to the connection area, While a 
different number is given to a different connection area (refer 
to FIG. 3B). In addition, When neighboring pixels are all 
black pixels, it suggests that the pixels are connected With 
one another. It is assumed that the label numbers to be given 
as labels are consecutive numbers from 1. 

[0056] Respective characteristic parameters (such as an 
area and a shape) for the black-pixel connection areas, Which 
are distinguished from one another by use of the label 
numbers, are obtained. The characteristic parameters are 
utiliZed as information items for extracting the head-hair 
area from a plurality of labeled connection areas. 

[5. Extraction of Head-Hair Area] 

[0057] In order to extract the head-hair connection area 
from the plurality of labeled connection areas, connection 
areas each having an area Wider than a speci?c area are 
extracted by use of the characteristic parameters (areas) for 
connection areas. 
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[0058] FIG. 3C is a binary image including only a con 
nection area (head-hair area) that has an area Wider than the 
speci?c area. As illustrated in FIG. 3C, in the binary image 
consisting of the head-hair area only, the connection areas of 
the pupils, the background, and the like are deleted, in 
contrast to the binary image in FIG. 3B. 
[0059] In addition, in the case Where, due to dark clothes 
or the like, a plurality of connection areas each having an 
area Wider than a speci?c area can be extracted, a charac 
teristic parameter such as a shape is further utiliZed so as to 
extract the head-hair connection area. Additionally, as the 
case Where a plurality of connection areas are extracted, 
such a case is conceivable as a plurality of persons are 
included in an original image. 

[6. Creation of Graph] 

[0060] As illustrated in FIG. 4A, the binary image in the 
head-hair area is scanned so as to obtain the sum of black 

pixels in each horiZontal line in the vertical direction, and 
then, as illustrated in FIG. 4B, a graph is created Which 
represents the relationship betWeen the number of the lines 
(line position) and the sum of black pixels in that line 
position. Incidentally, because the siZe of the binary image 
in the head-hair area is a VGA siZe, the number of all the 
lines in the vertical direction (longitudinal direction) is 640. 
[0061] As is clear from the graph, the line position A 
Where the sum of black pixels drastically increases corre 
sponds to the position of the top of the head, and the line 
position B Where the sum of black pixels drastically 
decreases corresponds to the position of the boundary 
betWeen the head hair and the forehead. 

[0062] By creating a graph (unillustrated) representing the 
difference betWeen the respective sums of black pixels in the 
current line and the line immediately after the current line, 
the line position A Where the sum of black pixels drastically 
increases and the line position B Where the sum of black 
pixels drastically decreases, in the foregoing graph, can be 
obtained based on the maximal value and the minimal value, 
respectively, of the difference. In addition, before making 
the difference, noise is preferably reduced by use of a 
smoothing ?lter or the like. 

[7. Extraction of Head-Top Portion] 

[0063] FIG. 5 is a chart for explaining a method of 
obtaining the range, of the head-top portion, to Which the 
head-hair processing is applied. 

<Longitudinal Range of Head-Top Portion> 

[0064] FIG. 6 is a ?owchart representing a method of 
obtaining the longitudinal range of the head-top portion. 
[0065] Let A and B denote the position (line position) of 
the head top and the position (line position) of the boundary 
betWeen the head hair and the forehead respectively, Which 
are obtained from the graph in FIG. 4 (refer to the step S10 
and FIG. 5A). 
[0066] Subsequently, the longitudinal area Width C (IB 
A) is obtained (in the step S12). In other Words, the area 
Width C is obtained by subtracting the number of lines at the 
line position A from the number of lines at the line position 
B. 

[0067] Based on the line position A and the area Width C, 
the top-end position D and the bottom-end position E of the 
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longitudinal range of the head-top portion are calculated 
according to the following equations (refer to the steps S14 
and S16 and FIG. 5A): 

[0068] The range betWeen the position D and the position 
E calculated as described above is de?ned as a longitudinal 
range of the area, of the head-top portion, to Which the 
head-hair processing is applied. 

[Equation 2] 

<Lateral Range of Head-Top Portion> 

[0069] FIG. 7 is a ?owchart representing a method of 
obtaining the lateral range of the head-top portion. 
[0070] The folloWing processing is applied to the longi 
tudinal range (from the position D to the position E) of the 
area of a head-top portion to Which head-hair processing is 
to be applied. 
[0071] As illustrated in FIG. 5B, With regard to a speci?c 
line i in the range from the position D to the position E, the 
sum F of the respective positions of black pixels in the 
lateral direction and the number (image Width) G of the 
black pixels are calculated (in the steps S20 and S22 in FIG. 
7). 
[0072] Next, based on the sum F of the respective posi 
tions of black pixels in the lateral direction and the number 
G of the black pixels obtained in the steps S20 and S22, the 
gravity position H for the line i is calculated according to the 
folloWing equation (refer to the step S24 and FIG. 5C): 

[0073] Subsequently, based on the gravity position H 
calculated as described above and the number (image Width) 
G of the black pixels calculated in the step S22, the left-end 
position I and the right-end position I of the lateral range of 
the head-top portion in the line i are calculated according to 
the folloWing equations (refer to the steps S26 and S28 and 
FIG. 5D): 

[Equation 3] 

IIH-G/3 

J:H+G/3 [Equation 4] 

[0074] By applying the foregoing processing to each line 
in the range from the position D to the position E, the lateral 
range of the area of the head-top portion is obtained. 
[0075] FIG. SE is an area, of the head-top portion, Which 
is de?ned by the longitudinal range explained in FIG. 6 and 
the lateral range explained in FIG. 7. The area, of the 
head-top portion, de?ned as described above falls Within the 
area of the actual head hair; thus, it is possible to prevent the 
area of the head-top portion from including the background 
area. 

[8. Creation of a Second Blurred Image] 

[0076] The blurred image of the binary image in the area, 
of the head-top portion, extracted as described above is 
created. As is the case With the method of creating the ?rst 
blurred image, the second blurred image can be created With 
respect to the binary image in the area of the head-top 
portion. 
[0077] Additionally, as the method of creating the second 
blurred image, the moving-average method can be utiliZed. 
In the moving-average method, the average value of, e.g., 5 
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by 5 pixels around a target pixel is obtained, and it is 
assumed that the average value is the pixel value of the target 
pixel. Then, While moving pixel by pixel the target pixel 
over the Whole area of the subject image, the average value 
of each target pixel is obtained. 
[0078] Because the extracted area of the head-top portion 
is consisted of black pixels, it has a constant gradation value; 
hoWever, the blurred image in the area of the head-top 
portion has a plurality of gradation values (dark and light), 
Whereby the center portion of the area of the head-top 
portion becomes dark, and the peripheral portion becomes 
light. The gradation value of the blurred image is utiliZed as 
a parameter for image processing described later. As 
described above, in applying image processing to the area of 
the head-top portion, the smooth continuity betWeen the area 
of the head-top portion and the other portion to Which the 
image processing is not applied can be achieved, by blurring 
the area of the head-top portion. 

[9. Implementation of Image Processing Utilizing Gradation 
Value as Parameter] 

[0079] Image processing items such as color conversion, 
contrast enhancement, and edge enhancement are applied to 
the portion, of the input image, Which is in the area of the 
created blurred image (the second blurred image), With the 
gradation value of the blurred image utiliZed as a parameter. 
[0080] For example, the image portion in the area of the 
blurred image is color-converted (e.g., toWard a brighter or 
Whitish mage), and the degree of the color conversion is 
varied With the gradation value of the blurred image utiliZed 
as a parameter. By varying the degree of the color conver 
sion With the gradation value of the blurred image utiliZed as 
a parameter (i.e., the center portion is strongly converted, 
and the peripheral portion is Weakly converted), the smooth 
continuity betWeen the color-converted image portion and 
the other portion that does not receive the image processing 
can be achieved/obtained. 

[0081] As described above, by applying image processing 
such as color conversion to the image, in the area of the 
head-top portion (area of the blurred image), Which is 
extracted from the input image, the glossiness of human 
head hair can be enhanced Without utiliZing any extra strobe 
system. 
[0082] FIG. 3D is an output image obtained by applying 
the head-hair processing. In the output image, compared 
With the input image illustrated in FIG. 3A, the head-top 
portion becomes bright as if an appropriate illumination 
light beam Was irradiated onto the top portion of the head 
hair, Whereby the texture as Well as the glossiness of the 
head hair is enhanced. 

[0083] In addition, the image processing applied to the 
area of the top of the head hair is not limited to color 
conversion; another image processing such as contrast 
enhancement, edge enhancement, or the like may be uti 
liZed, or tWo or more image processing items may concur 
rently be implemented. 
[0084] Additionally, the method of extracting the area of 
the head-top portion from the head-hair area that has been 
extracted from the input image is not limited to the present 
embodiment, and various methods are conceivable; for 
example, a method may be utiliZed in Which a plurality of 
areas of head-top portions corresponding to the shapes of 
head-hair areas are preliminarily prepared in a storage, and 
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based on the shape of the extracted head-hair area, the area 
of the corresponding head-top portion is read from the 
storage. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An image processing method, comprising the steps of: 
extracting an area of head hair from a digital image 

obtained by shooting a human face; 
extracting an area of a head-top portion based on the 

shape of the extracted area of head hair; and 
applying image processing, Which enhances illumination 

effect on the head hair, to the digital image, by use of 
information on the extracted area of a head-top portion. 

2. An image processing method, comprising the steps of: 
extracting an area of head hair from a digital image 

obtained by shooting a human face; 
extracting an area of a head-top portion based on the 

shape of the extracted area of head hair; 
creating a blurred image, based on an image in the 

extracted area of a head-top portion; and 
applying image processing, Which enhances illumination 

effect on the head hair, to the digital image, by use of 
information on the created blurred image. 

3. The image processing method according to claim 2, 
Wherein the step of applying image processing includes: 
applying at least one image processing item among image 
processing items including color conversion, contrast 
enhancement, and edge enhancement, to a digital image in 
the area of the created blurred image, With a gradation value 
of the created blurred image utilized as a parameter. 

4. The image processing method according to claim 1, 
Wherein the step of extracting an area of head hair includes: 

the step of creating a blurred image based on the digital 
image; 

the step of creating a binary image by binarizing the 
created blurred image; and 

the step of extracting an area, having a characteristic 
parameter for head hair, Which is a black-pixel area in 
the created binary image. 

5. The image processing method according to claim 2, 
Wherein the step of extracting an area of head hair includes: 

the step of creating a blurred image based on the digital 
image; 

the step of creating a binary image by binarizing the 
created blurred image; and 

the step of extracting an area, having a characteristic 
parameter for head hair, Which is a black-pixel area in 
the created binary image. 

6. The image processing method according to claim 3, 
Wherein the step of extracting an area of head hair includes: 

the step of creating a blurred image based on the digital 
image; 

the step of creating a binary image by binarizing the 
created blurred image; and 

the step of extracting an area, having a characteristic 
parameter for head hair, Which is a black-pixel area in 
the created binary image. 

7. The image processing method according to claim 1, 
Wherein the step of extracting an area of a head-top portion 
includes: 

the step of obtaining the sum of black pixels, in a binary 
image that has black pixels only in the area of head hair, 
in each horizontal line in the vertical direction; 

the step of determining that a line position Where the sum 
of black pixels drastically increases and a line position 
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Where the sum of black pixels drastically decreases are 
the position of the top of the head and the position of 
the boundary betWeen the head hair and the forehead, 
respectively; and 

the step of obtaining the longitudinal range of the area of 
a head-top portion, based on the determined position of 
the top of the head and the determined position of the 
boundary betWeen the head hair and the forehead. 

8. The image processing method according to claim 2, 
Wherein the step of extracting an area of a head-top portion 
includes: 

the step of obtaining the sum of black pixels, in a binary 
image that has black pixels only in the area of head hair, 
in each horizontal line in the vertical direction; 

the step of determining that a line position Where the sum 
of black pixels drastically increases and a line position 
Where the sum of black pixels drastically decreases are 
the position of the top of the head and the position of 
the boundary betWeen the head hair and the forehead, 
respectively; and 

the step of obtaining the longitudinal range of the area of 
a head-top portion, based on the determined position of 
the top of the head and the determined position of the 
boundary betWeen the head hair and the forehead. 

9. The image processing method according to claim 6, 
Wherein the step of extracting an area of a head-top portion 
includes: 

the step of obtaining the sum of black pixels, in a binary 
image that has black pixels only in the area of head hair, 
in each horizontal line in the vertical direction; 

the step of determining that a line position Where the sum 
of black pixels drastically increases and a line position 
Where the sum of black pixels drastically decreases are 
the position of the top of the head and the position of 
the boundary betWeen the head hair and the forehead, 
respectively; and 

the step of obtaining the longitudinal range of the area of 
a head-top portion, based on the determined position of 
the top of the head and the determined position of the 
boundary betWeen the head hair and the forehead. 

10. The image processing method according to claim 1, 
Wherein the step of extracting an area of a head-top portion 
includes: 

the step of obtaining the sum of black pixels, in a binary 
image that has black pixels only in the area of head hair, 
in each horizontal line in the vertical direction; 

the step of determining that a line position Where the sum 
of black pixels drastically increases and a line position 
Where the sum of black pixels drastically decreases are 
the position of the top of the head and the position of 
the boundary betWeen the head hair and the forehead, 
respectively; 

the step of obtaining the longitudinal range of the area of 
a head-top portion, based on the determined position of 
the top of the head and the determined position of the 
boundary betWeen the head hair and the forehead; 

the step of obtaining, in the longitudinal range of the area 
of a head-top portion, the gravity center of black pixels 
in each line in the binary image; and 

the step of obtaining, as a lateral range of the area of the 
head-top portion, the length, With respect to the gravity 
center of each line, Whose ratio to the length of black 
pixels in the line is constant. 
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11. The image processing method according to claim 2, 
wherein the step of extracting an area of a head-top portion 
includes: 

the step of obtaining the sum of black pixels, in a binary 
image that has black pixels only in the area of head hair, 
in each horizontal line in the vertical direction; 

the step of determining that a line position Where the sum 
of black pixels drastically increases and a line position 
Where the sum of black pixels drastically decreases are 
the position of the top of the head and the position of 
the boundary betWeen the head hair and the forehead, 
respectively; 

the step of obtaining the longitudinal range of the area of 
a head-top portion, based on the determined position of 
the top of the head and the determined position of the 
boundary betWeen the head hair and the forehead; 

the step of obtaining, in the longitudinal range of the area 
of a head-top portion, the gravity center of black pixels 
in each line in the binary image; and 

the step of obtaining, as a lateral range of the area of the 
head-top portion, the length, With respect to the gravity 
center of each line, Whose ratio to the length of black 
pixels in the line is constant. 

12. The image processing method according to claim 6, 
Wherein the step of extracting an area of a head-top portion 
includes: 

the step of obtaining the sum of black pixels, in a binary 
image that has black pixels only in the area of head hair, 
in each horizontal line in the vertical direction; 

the step of determining that a line position Where the sum 
of black pixels drastically increases and a line position 
Where the sum of black pixels drastically decreases are 
the position of the top of the head and the position of 
the boundary betWeen the head hair and the forehead, 
respectively; 

the step of obtaining the longitudinal range of the area of 
a head-top portion, based on the determined position of 
the top of the head and the determined position of the 
boundary betWeen the head hair and the forehead; 

the step of obtaining, in the longitudinal range of the area 
of a head-top portion, the gravity center of black pixels 
in each line in the binary image; and 

the step of obtaining, as a lateral range of the area of the 
head-top portion, the length, With respect to the gravity 
center of each line, Whose ratio to the length of black 
pixels in the line is constant. 

13. An image processing apparatus, comprising: 
a head-hair area extracting device Which extracts an area 

of head hair from a digital image obtained by shooting 
a human face; 
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a head-top-portion area extracting device Which extracts 
an area of a head-top portion based on the shape of the 
extracted area of head hair; and 

an image processing device Which applies image process 
ing, Which enhances illumination effect on the head 
hair, to the digital image, by use of information on the 
extracted area of a head-top portion. 

14. An image processing apparatus, comprising: 
a head-hair area extracting device Which extracts an area 

of head hair from a digital image obtained by shooting 
a human face; 

a head-top-portion area extracting device Which extracts 
an area of a head-top portion based on the shape of the 
extracted area of head hair; 

a blurred image creation device Which creates a blurred 
image, based on an image in the extracted area of a 
head-top portion; and 

an image processing device Which applies image process 
ing, Which enhances illumination effect on the head 
hair, to the digital image, by use of information on the 
created blurred image. 

15. The image processing apparatus according to claim 
14, Wherein, the image processing device applies at least one 
image processing item among image processing items 
including color conversion, contrast enhancement, and edge 
enhancement to a digital image in the area of the created 
blurred image, With a gradation value of the created blurred 
image utiliZed as a parameter. 

16. A printer comprising: 
an image processing apparatus according to claim 13; and 
a printing device Which prints on a printing paper sheet an 

image to Which the image processing apparatus has 
applied image processing. 

17. A printer comprising: 
an image processing apparatus according to claim 14; and 
a printing device Which prints on a printing paper sheet an 

image to Which the image processing apparatus has 
applied image processing. 

18. A printer comprising: 
an image processing apparatus according to claim 15; and 
a printing device Which prints on a printing paper sheet an 

image to Which the image processing apparatus has 
applied image processing. 

19. The printer according to claim 16, further comprising: 
a camera Which obtains a digital image by shooting a person. 

20. The printer according to claim 17, further comprising: 
a camera Which obtains a digital image by shooting a person. 

21. The printer according to claim 18, further comprising: 
a camera Which obtains a digital image by shooting a person. 

* * * * * 


